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. I TR 4947 The significance of the third assumption, regarding the statistical Independence of x(t) and y(t), can readily be seen In the special case of standing waves. Consider x(t) and y(t) to be of unity magnitude and traveling In opposite directions at frequency u 0 -2vf 0 to form the standing wave S^ ■ cos l^xje^o' at observation point 1 and S2 -cos k 0 X2e iu o t at observatl One can then form the cross correlation to obtain T/2 observation point 2.
LIST OF TABLES
The cross-spectral density becomes
Normalizing via ^(f) and 622^^ y 
where c Is the wave speed (ui /k ). (Uncorrelated noise sources are Ignored temo o porarlly, since, for the purpose of demonstrating the significance of the third TR 4947 assumption, they represent an unnecessary complication.) These results (equations (6) and (7)) differ substantially from the previous results (equations (4) and (5)). For a standing wave, equations (4) and (5) show, respectively, |Y,.(f)| to be periodic in f and 0 to be spatially homogeneous, whereas equations (6) and (7) show, respectively, IYITWI " 1 and 0 to be nonhomogeneous, depending upon actual values of x, and x,. T'.ie difference lies in the fact that in equations (6) and (7) the x and y traveling wave components of the standing wave are not statistically independent, but in equations (4) and (5) they are. This difference is shown mathematically in the appendix, where the estimate of the cros.. -spectral properties of the combined signals are obtained via ensemble averaging. In each computation of the cross-spectral density, an Initial phase is associated with each traveling wave. When the two waves are statistically Independent, this initial phase is taken to be random, with a uniform distribution from -n to ir. When the ensemble average is formed, various cross-product terms drop out because of the random phase relationship and, thereby, equations (4) and (5) are obtained. In equations (6) and (7), the initial phase is assumed to be zero, resulting in a determlr.iaLlc phase relationship, namely zero; consequently the results are different.
RESULTS
GENERAL
This section is essentially a graphic representation of equations (4) and (5) This periodicity is very important in determining self-noise mechanisms, since it is a reflection of wave speed, which is associated with the self-noise mechanisms (i.e., 5000 ft/sec is associated with acoustic waves). Of course, the fact that we are dealing with two speeds can present complicated results. When only one wave speed exists (i.e., c x -Cy or Y -0) Af -*■ <» and |YI2I IS a constant.
We note that the phase is independent of N. However, from a computational point of view, uncorrelated noise is important in actual practice, since the variance for the computed estimate of the phase depends on the coherence and, therefore, on N.
SPECIFIC CASES
Discussion here is limited to waveforms resulting from the combination of no more than two traveling waves. Four waveforms are investigated:
Single Traveling Wave Plus Uncorrelated Noise
Equations (8) 
3, Two Waves Traveling in Same Direction
From equation (8) 16 and 17. Clearly, for (0y/0 x ) -1, 0 -0 X . For (0y/0 x TT TT Therefore, P(6 ) or P(e. ) must be uniformly distributed to have the cross terms drop out. 27/28
Similarly one obtains
